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The Falicov-Kimball model is a lattice model of itinerant spinless fermions 
("electrons") interacting by an on-site potential with classical particles ("ions"). 
We continue the investigations of the crystalline ground states that appear for 
various filling of electrons and ions for large coupling. We investigate the model 
for square as well as triangular lattices. New ground states are found and the 
effects of a magnetic flux on the structure of the phase diagram are studied. The 
flux phase problem where one has to find the optimal flux configurations and 
the nuclei configurations i also solved in some cases. Finally we consider a 
model where the fermions are replaced by hard-core bosons. This model also 
has crystalline ground states. Therefore their existence does not require the 
Pauli principle, but only the on-site hard-core constraint for the itinerant 
particles. 
KEY WORDS: Falicov-Kimball model; hard-core bosons; flux phase; tri- 
angular lattice. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The occurrence of long-range order in itinerant electron models, like the 
Hubbard model, is usually very difficult o prove. At half-filling on a cubic 
two- or three-dimensional lattice the Hubbard model is supposed to dis- 
play Ntel order at low temperature (d~> 3) or in the ground state (d= 2). 
A simpler model where a proof of this fact has been achieved is the so- 
called Falicov-Kimball model. ('3) There, only one species of electrons (say 
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the spin-up electrons) is allowed to hop, while the other electrons (spin- 
down electrons) are treated as a classical attice gas. A nice interpretation 
of the model is that of a model for matter, where the static particles 
correspond to heavy ions which interact with the electrons via an on-site 
potential. The system displays crystalline long-range order for the ions, 
which comes from the interplay between the on-site interaction of electrons 
and ions and the electronic kinetic energy. The Fermi statistics of the 
electrons plays an important role, because if the electrons are replaced by 
regular bosons, then the ions prefer to clump together, cl3~ An open ques- 
tion which we solve in this work is what happens if fermions are replaced 
by hard-core bosons. 
On a bipartite lattice and for a special value of the chemical potentials 
(/~,.,/~;) of the electrons and ions, it was shown in ref. 13 that at low tem- 
peratures the ions tend to occupy one of the two sublattices. On a square 
lattice this corresponds to a chessboard configuration. This value of (/~,., kt;) 
is such that the system possesses a particle-hole symmetry. In what follows 
we fix this special value at (l~,.,/~) = (0, 0) and refer to it as the symmetry 
point (see Section 2.1 ). This result was then extended to a narrow strip of 
chemical potentials around the symmetry point, provided the coupling 
between electrons and nuclei is strong)~71 
Concerning the ground states of the model, more results are available. 
The study of the zero-temperature phase diagram in the chemical potential 
plane (/~,., ~;) was undertaken in refs. 8 and 9 and for one dimension in 
ref. I0. For large coupling, which is the case that will interest us in this 
paper, formal perturbation expansion shows that away from the symmetry 
point new periodic ground states appear, with rational densities of ions 
different from one-half. The existence of some of these ground states was 
confirmed rigorously in ref. 12, where a canonical setting was used. For the 
fixed densities 1/3, I/4, I/5, the ground-state configurations are determined 
rigorously using perturbation theory for large coupling. 
In the present work we continue the investigation of the phase 
diagram in the chemical potential plane (It,., ll~) in a more systematic way. 
Our results generalize and extend what was previously known in three 
directions: (i) we consider square as well as triangular lattices, (ii) we allow 
for Fermi statistics for the electrons as well as hard-core boson statistics, 
and (iii) we investigate the effects of a magnetic field which can be 
homogeneous or inhomogeneous. 
Let us briefly describe the new features which appear. 
(i) Triangular lattice. To our knowledge nothing rigorous is known 
for the Falicov-Kimball model on a triangular lattice. This lattice is not 
bipartite and in general the particle-hole symmetry is not present. 
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However, it is recovered for a special magnetic field, namely a flux equal 
to ___ n/2 through each triangle (see the end of Section 2.1 for more details). 
This fact has been exploited recently 125~ to extend the uniform density 
theorem ~2~ to nonbipartite lattices with special magnetic fluxes. To leading 
order of the perturbation theory one sees that the effective interaction 
between the nuclei is of the Ising type (for any lattice). Thus, when the 
lattice is triangular frustration effects appear at zero chemical potential 
/,t,, = / t ;= 0. An interesting question is therefore what happens when the 
higher order terms of the perturbation theory are included: does this 
frustration disappear or does it persist? Our study indicates that frustration 
disappears when higher terms are included. In fact, for zero magnetic field 
it is rigorously established that there is no frustration at /~,,=/~j=0 for 
large enough coupling constant. 
(ii) Quantum statistics. The "electrons" will either be regular fer- 
mionic particles or hard-core bosons. For usual bosons, as stated before, 
there can be no ordering for the ions, which prefer to clump together. On 
the contrary, for hard-core bosons crystalline order appears for a finite 
range of densities. The gound states may be different from those of fer- 
mions. However, for the square lattice around the symmetry point the 
situation is the same as with the Fermi statistics: the ground-state con- 
figurations of the ions are the chessboard states. Here the methods that we 
use are restricted to large coupling, but this last result can be proved to 
hold for all couplings by using a reflection-positivity technique. 123~ 
In the case of Fermi statistics, given a configuration of ions, we can 
always reduce the problem to a one-particle Hamiltonian. One can then 
compute the ground-state energy simply by filling the levels (they depend 
on the configuration of nuclei) of the one-particle Hamiltonian according 
to the Pauli principle. For hard-core bosons the situation is completely 
different a priori. The hard-core introduces a nontrivial two-body interac- 
tion between the bosons. Therefore we have a genuinely many-particle 
Hamiltonian. To perform the perturbation expansion we use a functional 
representation recently developed by Messager and Miracle-Sol6 ~26~ for the 
model in the fermionic case. In fact for hard-core bosons the method is 
perfectly well adapted and is even simpler. It turns out that the effective 
potential b6tween the ions is qualitatively similar to that of the fermionic 
case, and also leads to crystalline ground states. 
The chemical poential plane is decomposed into domains correspond- 
ing to a fixed density of electrons and ions. Therefore the compressility 
vanishes at zero temperature and these states are insulating. It is interesting 
to note that in the bosonic case this behavior is proven for a truly many- 
particle interacting system. 
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(iii) Magnetic fields. The hopping amplitude of the itinerant fer- 
mions or bosons can be complex. The sum of the phases around a circuit 
of the lattice can be interpreted as the flux of an external magnetic field. 
Our results allow us to see how the ground states are affected when one 
varies the magnetic field. It is found that in general the crystalline con- 
figurations of the nuclei can vary with the magnetic field. In fact this is not 
surprising, since in this model the crystalline order is produced by a 
combination of the potential and the kinetic energies. 
Another problem that we address i  the so-called flux phase problem. This 
problem arises in the context of theories for high-T,, superconductors, I t. ~6t 
but is also important from the point of view of understanding electronic 
diamagnetism of itinerant electrons on two-dimensional lattices. I~l~ In the 
present context one fixes the flux configuration through each face (pla- 
quette or triangle) of the lattice. The problem is to minimize the ground- 
state energy simultaneously with respect o the ion and flux configurations. 
In the bosonic case it is easy to see that the optimal flux is always zero 
(diamagnetic nequality). For fermions, however, the situation is more sub- 
tle. We find that for large coupling, the optimal flux configuration consists 
of zero and g through the faces of the lattice. On the square lattice, for 
density 1/2 the optimal flux configuration is 7r through each plaquette; for 
density 1/3 the optimal flux configuration is not uniform, but of period 
three, the average flux being re/3; for density 1/5 one finds that the flux is 
0 for sufficiently large coupling. We refer the reader to Section 4 for more 
details and the results on a triangular lattice. It has been conjectured in the 
literature that for free fermions on a square lattice the optimal flux should 
be equal to 2rcn, where 0~<n~< 1 is the filling factor. ~ Our results, 
however, cannot be compared with this conjecture, since we work at large 
coupling, and we are therefore far from the limit of free electrons. On the 
other hand, they show that the optimal flux configuration is not necessarily 
uniform as is often assumed in the literature. Recently the conjecture has 
been proven for the half-filled band of the Hubbard model ~91 (see also 
ref. 24). 
It is interesting to compare the phase diagrams of the fermionic and 
hard-core bosonic systems. In the chemical potential-magnetic flux plane 
we observe that the phase diagrams exhibit differences. However, if we con- 
sider the density-magnetic flux plane, our results suggest hat on a square 
lattice the phase diagrams are identical; more precisely, the ground states 
that have been rigorously established are the same for both types of quan- 
tum statistics. As we shall see, this fails in the case of the triangular lattice, 
and therefore this feature may only be true for bipartite lattices. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we derive the U- 
expansions for the fermionic and bosonic cases for square and triangular 
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lattices. The phase diagrams for a uniform magnetic flux are then studied 
in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the optimal flux configurations of the 
model. The appendices contain more-technical material. 
2. U -1 EXPANSION FOR THE FAL ICOV-K IMBALL  MODELS 
2.1. Def in i t ion of the Models  
The spinless Falicov-Kimball models have been introduced to discuss 
lattice systems consisting of identical quantum particles interacting with 
classical particles (or "ions") by means of on-site interaction which mimics 
the Coulomb repulsion or attraction. The quantum particles can be sub- 
jected to an external magnetic field which appears in their kinetic energy. 
We shall investigate several models in which the quantum particles can be 
either fermions or hard-core bosons; the lattice on which the systems are 
defined is either a square or a triangular lattice. 
We shall consider only finite lattices A and for technical reasons we 
introduce periodic boundary conditions. The quantum particles are 
represented by creation and annihilation operators, which satisfy the usual 
"commutation" relations: 
fermions: + . ~ ~_  a.,., a,~ } { a.,., a.,.} 0 Vx, yeA 
{a.,., a, + } = d,;,. (2.1) 
hard-core bosons: [ a ~, a~ ] = 0 Vx • y e A 
(a+)-'=(a.,-)-=0, {a,.,a,. } =1 (2.2) 
The "ions" are described by a random variable s,-E { -  1, +1} such that 
S,. = + 1 if the site x ~ A is occupied and s,. = - 1 if the site x is empty. The 
finite-volume Hamiltonian of the Falicov-Kimball models is written as 
/-/z,(s)=- Z t , : ,a:a,  + U Z + ' s.,.(a,, a , . -  5) (2.3) 
.V, . |"  ~ i l  N E , ' l  
= eiO,, 9 where s= {s,.} ..... ~ denotes the configuration of ions, t,~,. It,.yI .=t  ....... 
i.e., 0,.,.=-0,.,., and 0,:,.~ [0, 2n[ is related to the integral of the vector 
potential 0,~,,=j~',iA.dx. For the cases under investigation it,-,.J=t for 
nearest neighbors and zero otherwise. 
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Given a circuit 09 of length Ir =n, i.e., an ordered sequence of sites 
(x~,..., x,,, x~), with t,>,~+, :~0 for j--- 1,..., n, defined up to a cyclic permuta- 
tion, we introduce the flux across the circuit as 
~b,o = ~ 0.,;.,~+, (rood 2n) (2.4) 
j=[  
Moreover, we also need to introduce the number N(og) of periodic sequen- 
ces in 09, i.e., 
n 
N(co) n' (2.5) 
where n' is the length of the shortest circuit a~' such that 09 is obtained by 
repeating N(co) times the circuit 09'. 
If the coupling U is positive, the interaction between quantum par- 
ticles and ions is repulsive; if U is negative, it is attractive. 
It is important o stress that contrary to the case of fermions, where, 
except for the statistics, we have a system of noninteracting particles under 
the influence of the external potential { Us.,.} and the magnetic field, in the 
case of bosons we have a system of interacting particles. Therefore in the 
case of fermions one is led to consider the eigenvalues of the one-particle 
Hamiltonian, but in the case of bosons we are forced to consider the 
N-particle Hamiltonian. 
As usual, the effective interaction FA between the ions is defined by the 
trace of the Boltzmann factor over the Fock space of the quantum particles 
exp[ --flFA( fl, S; [le,/./i)] = Tr(exp{ --fl[H~,(s) - I~,Ne -/~iN,(s)] } ) (2.6) 
where 
N,, = ~ a.+a .... N~(s) = 89 ~ (s.,. + 1) (2.7) 
.~." E / I  .~: E A 
are the electron and ion numbers, respectively, and /2 e and g~ are their 
respective chemical potentials. The zero-temperature limit defines the 
effective Hamiltonian for the ions, 
Hen-(s;/~,.,/li) = lim FA(fl; s; kt e,/1,) (2.8) 
/ J  ~ rJ2, 
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In the case of fermions the particles do not interact and the Hamiltonian 
(2.3) is the second-quantized version of the one-body Hamiltonian (up to 
the constant term) 
hA(s) = T+ US (2.9) 
( T).,-,. = - t,.,., (S).~,.=s.,.d.,:,. (2.10) 
Therefore the effective Hamiltonian (2.8) for the ions is the sum of the 
lowest eigenvalues ej(s) of hA(s), 
Hefc(s;P,,,P,)= ~ (ej(s)-P, .) -UTrs--p~N~(s) 
~9(s) ~<p,. 
= E(s; Pc) -PEN,. -p~N,(s) (2.11 ) 
with 
/ /  
E(s;p,.)= ~ e i ( s ) -2TrS ,  N,.= ~ 1 (2.12) 
efls) <~p,. ejls) <~p,. 
Let q~ = { ~c} denote the flux configuration across elementary cells C 
(i.e., the plaquettes P or triangles A of A). When ~b c = ~b for all C we say 
that 9 is homogeneous. The problems we want to investigate are the 
following. 
(i) Given (p,., Pi, ~), with q~ homogeneous, find the configurations 
of ions 5e= {s ~} which minimize the effective Hamiltonian: this is the 
problem of the ground state, with constant extemal magnetic field. 
(ii) Given (p,,, pl), find the configurations of ions 5e and the fluxes 
{~bc}, not necessarily uniform, which minimize the effective Hamiltonian: 
this is the flux phase problem. 
We shall use the U- ~ expansion of the effective Hamiltonian H~rr and 
we shall restrict our considerations to the case 
IUI >zt, p,,~ ] - IUI  +zt, IUI-zt[,  t=sup It,-,.I (2.13) 
where z is the maximal coordination umber (z = 4 for the square lattice, 
z = 6 for the triangular lattice). This is the domain where the expansion is 
absolutely and uniformly convergent with respect o A. 
Moreover, if U>0 (repulsion), (2.13) implies the "half-filling condi- 
tion" N,.+N,(s)=IA[ and if U<0 (attraction), (2.13) implies the 
"neutrality condition" N,. = Ni(s). 
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This is a direct consequence of the properties of the spectrum of the 
one-body Hamiltonian hA(s) (for fermions) and also follows from the 
closed-loop expansion (Section 2.3) valid for fermions and bosons. 
Finally we want to stress the role played by the statistics and the 
nature of the lattice on the symmetries of the phase diagrams. First of all 
if s= {s.,.}.,-~A is a ground state for V and (Pe,Pi), then g= { --S.,-}.,-~A is a 
ground state for -U  and (p,,,-/~j). This is true for any lattice, any 
statistics, and any flux configuration. Therefore we can restrict our discus- 
sion to the case U> 0 in the next sections. 
For bipartite lattices and fermions (the square lattice, for example) the 
phase diagram has the following symmetry. If s is a ground state for some 
value (p,,, p~) and some flux configuration {~bp}, then Y is a ground state for 
(-Pc,, -Pi)  and { -~bp}. This follows from the unitary particle-hole trans- 
formation a.{ --* a,., a.,. ~ a.,. + applied to the Hamiltonian (2.3). By a time- 
reversal transformation (complex conjugation) we see that Yis also a ground 
state for ( -p,,, -p~) and { ~bp}. In particular, this implies that Figs. 7 and 15 
in Sections 3 and 4 are symmetric with respect o the line p = 0. 
For the triangular lattice and fermions (nonbipartite case) the above 
symmetry of the phase diagram is in general ost. However, the following 
holds. Ifs is a ground state for some value (Pc,, P~) and some flux configuration 
{~b,,}, then Y is a ground state for ( -Pc,  -P~) and { ~ - ~b,,}. This follows again 
from the same particle-hole transformation. By time reversal the statement 
still holds with {z~- ~b~} replaced by { rc + ~b/, }. In particular if ~b A = -t-ze/2 
through all triangles, then zc- ~b.~ = +_ re/2, and we have a symmetry of the 
Hamiltonian as mentioned in the introduction. As a consequence, in Figs. 
10-12 the horizontal line ~b = re/2 is symmetric with respect o the vertical 
line p = 0. In Fig. 16 the case p > 0 can be obtained from p < 0 by inter- 
changing the values 0 and rc for the fluxes and replacing s by s 
In the case of hard-core bosons the particle-hole transformation 
a. + ~ a.,., a.,. --, a.,.+ leads to the following property, irrespective of the type 
of lattice. If s is a ground state for (p,,,p~) and {~bc}, then Y is a ground 
state for ( -p, , ,  -p~) and {-~bc}. By time reversal Y is also a ground state 
for ( -p, , ,  -ps) and {~bc}. Therefore the phase diagrams of Figs. 8 and 13 
are symmetric around the line p = 0. 
2.2. U -1 Expansion of Her f for Fermions 
For fermions systems atisfying the condition (2.13), we can use the 
representation 
_1_1_~ dz Tr ( z_~A~-~) -UTr ,  (2.14) E( s; p ,,) - 2rri 
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where ~ is a circle in the complex z-plane, centered at - I UI and enclosing 
all negative eigenvalues. By expanding the resolvent, we obtain the 
following absolutely convergent expansion in powers of U-~: 
where 
Hr  " IUI 
--T-IAI 
1 
+ Z )k- A-~ (2 I UI ' ~-  r, J  E .c2k I s )  
] )m("~)t  . . .  lx~.v t
- -  - r -X"  I .X" 2 
(k -2 ) !  1 
x (2.15) 
(m(co)- 1 ) ! (k -m(co) -  1)!N(co) 
Ne=~lA l - -N i ( s )  if U>zt  
~N~(s) if U<-zt  
In the above formula ~k(S)= {CO60(S); ]CO[ =k}, where ~(s) is the set of 
circuits co= (x~,..., x k, x~) which contain at least one empty site and one 
occupied site. For U>0,  re(co) is the number of sites in (x~ ..... Xk) with 
s,:j=--1, i.e., the number of empty sites in co; for U<0,  re(co) is the 
number of occupied sites in (xt ..... Xk). 
In the particular case where It,.;.] = t if (x, y) are nearest neighbors and 
zero otherwise, (2.15) yields 
where 
lul Hr l~,., p~) = --ll~N~(s) --f~,.N,.---~ - ]AI 
1 
+ Z [U lk - .  ~ g,,,(s) cosr (2.16) 
1 (k -2 ) !  1 
g,,,(s) = ( - 1 )'"(") 2k _ t (re(co) -- 1 )! (k -- re(co) -- 1 )! N(co) 
(2.17) 
To conclude this discussion, let us note that for bipartite lattices the 
sum in Eq. (2.15) is only over even values ofk. 
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2.3. Closed-Loop Expansion for F 
For hard-core bosons a similar U- i  expansion is valid, although its 
derivation is very different. We use a method first invented (for fermions) 
by Messager and Miracle-SolU 26~ The basic steps are illustrated here for 
the convenience of the reader, in the case U > 0. 
Thanks to the Trotter product formula 
[( ; e - /~ IH ' '+  I t '  I - lim 1 fl ~/~/~,t~1-IL (2.18) -A,t . . . .  -~Ho e -  
with Ho the kinetic part of (2.3) and H~ the interaction part. We can 
express the trace over the Fock space of the quantum particles in the form 
exp[ -f lF(f l ;  s; p,,, p,,)] 
Ne~>O 
x lim 2""  2 e exp -2  U ~ v(X~) 
M ~ ,:r  -YO XM - I i = I 
M 
X I-I a(X,; t",_,) 
i= l  
(2.19) 
where 
X= {xl, x2 .... XN,. } = ordered subset of A 
v(x) = I{x ~ x; s,.= l}l 
= number of doubly occupied sites 
(by one ion and one electron) 
ArM = Xo up to permutations 
and 
a( Y; X) = /M) ty.,. 
if Y= X 
if Y differs from X by 
one jump from x to y 
otherwise 
e = + 1 for hard-core bosons 
e = sign of the permutation Xo ---, XM for fermions 
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Introducing the ( 1 + v)-dimensional lattice, where the new dimension 
is related to the "time" variable x ~ = (filM)n, n = 0,..., M-1 ,  and all the 
functions defined on this lattice are periodic in x ~ with period fl, one is 
led to consider the family of oriented closed loops on the cylinder 
[0, M-1]  x A (not to be confused with the circuits defined previously). 
The following expansion can be obtained for It,:,.[--t: 
F(fl; S;lU,,,lti)=(Pe--P,) N,-- P,. +-~ IAI + F'(fl; s;#,,) (2.20) 
F'(fl; s;/.t,,) = - -  ~ M- -  ~_ ,, .,. " ,~' : '  
4 Io-,,,I] [ - ~(u+/4,) I~,,I 1 K(coj) = exp E -- ~r (U-p~,) exp 
/~/ hI "ui ) x e~'~'"Jle(co/) (2.22) 
The sum Z* in (2.21) indicates the sum over nonintersecting sets of closed 
loops ~=(o~, ..... co,.) on the (1 + v)-dimensional lattice with at most one 
jump at each time x ~ Moreover, ~s  means that the closed loops 
(cot ..... cot) are compatible with s, i.e., the orientation of the segments 
[(x ~ x), (x ~ +filM, x)] is in the positive time direction if s.,. = + 1, and in 
the negative time direction if s,. = -1 ;  [COjT [ and [coil [ denote the number of 
segments in the time direction which are oriented in the positive and in 
negative time directions respectively, ~j  [ [cojT [- [c0il[ ] = [A[ -- N,,-- Ni; 
h(CO/) is the number of horizontal bonds (or jumps) in COi; ~b(co) =~.t 0.v,~+. 
is the flux through the circuit (xt ..... xk), projection of co on A. 
We recognize in (2.21) the partition function of a polymer system 
in (1 + v) dimensions. The polymers are the loops CO/ and they cannot 
intersect. 
Using the standard cluster expansion, we obtain the U- '  expansion of 
the effective interaction F in terms of connected closed loops 
-flF'(fl; s; p,.)= lim ~ ~ Kr(o~, ..... a~r) (2.23) 
M~ r r~ ] to l , , . . ,o  # 
where K T is the truncated function. It has been shown in ref. 26 that the 
above cluster expansion is absolutely convergent, uniformly with respect o 
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M and fl, if U> Czt and I/tel < U-  Czt, where C is a numerical constant 
(it is possible to check that the convergence holds with C=4).  
Remarks. 1. In one dimension e(co)= 1 for all o9 and therefore we 
recover the known result that hard-core bosons are identical to fermions in 
one dimension (with open boundary conditions). 
2. In the case of fermions the condition of convergence I/t,.I < u-z t  
implies that/t,, is in the gap separating positive and negative igenvalues of 
hA(s). 
3. In the zero-temperature limit and I/tel < U-4zt,  (2.21) implies 
H~(s;/t,,,/t,)= -(/t ,- /t , ,)  N,(s)-- I*,,+- 5 IAI 
-- " lim ~ ~ Kr(o9, ..... to,.) (2.24) 
*l,I-- rs r= I tOl , . . .o)r  
and only loops which do not go around the cylinder [ 0, M-  1 ] x A have 
to be considered. Indeed, for any loop going around the cylinder there is 
a factor (1/fl) e-/~u, which gives zero in the limit fl -+ m. 
Therefore in the limit fl--+ 0% for each closed loop we have 
I%,1 =1%~1, and N,.+Ni(s)= IAI, which is the half-filling condition (as 
expected, since/t,, is in the gap). 
2.4. Flux Phase Problem for Bosons 
In (2.19), the right-hand side is increased if each term of the sum is 
replaced by its modulus. This amounts to setting e = + 1 and to replacing 
t,..,, by It.,,,I, i.e., to setting 0.,:,,=0. Therefore, exp(--flF) is increased if we 
replace the flux by ~bc= 0. The effective interaction and as a consequence 
the ground-state nergy are minimized if all the fluxes are zero for all 
values of (/t,.,/ti, U, fl). This property of bosons is in fact very general (see, 
for example, ref. 28). For fermions the situation is more subtle and is the 
subject of Section 4. 
2.5. Expansion up to Order 3 for Fermion Systems 
In the case of fermion systems, using Eq.(2.15), one obtains 
immediately the first few terms of the effective Hamiltonian of ions for U 
positive. Here the flux configuration is uniform. 
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Square Lattice. We have 
H, fr( s; /2 e, P i) 
1 =-5(/2,-/2,,) Z 
xEA 
1 
s.,. -~  (/2,, +/2;+ U) IAI 
I t  t 4 ] 
+ ~ 4--U 16U3(7+2cos~b) s,.s.,. 
(x .y )  ~A 
t 4 
+ ~. 16U3(4-cosq~)s.,.Sy 
x t,) r A 
IX -- .vt = 
+ 2 g-~s,.sy+ F~ yg-~3(cos~)(l+Ss,)+o ~ (2.25) 
( x..v ) ~ A P ~ A 
Ix --Yl = 2 
where the last sum runs over the plaquettes P consisting of four sites, and 
se is the product of the four spins around the plaquette. 
Triangular Lattice, We have 
H, d s; P,,, /2 3 
1 3 1 
=-- -5 ( ] - t i - - /2e+-  ~ t3 -~_ cos ck ) . L  S.,.--5 (/2~ + /2, + U) IAI 
[,2 4 ] 
+ Y" 4U 16U3 (7+5cos25)  s.,.sy 
(x  t ' )~A 
t 4 
+ ~ 16U3 (4 -  cos 2~) s.,.s.,. 
x. v IcA  
I,'-yl =,/3 
t 4 3 t 3 
+ Z -~-6~s,s, .+ Z g~(cos~)s~ 
(x, y ) ~ A A ~ A 
Ix -  vl 9 
,, (,,) + 2 1--g-O-~(cos2~)(l+Ss~,)+ o  
Pm/ l  
(2.26) 
with A a triangle and P two triangles sharing an edge; s,~, se are the 
products of their respective spins. 
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2.6. Expansion up to Order 3 for Boson Systems 
For boson systems we have to use the closed-loop expansion (2.24). 
Let us first note that using Remark 3 of Section 2.3, we obtain the activity 
(2.22) of the loop co as 
(U' K( co ) = e - 2(fl/N) ulr ] ei,~t ,,qe( co ) (2.27) 
We then observe from Eq. (2.23) that the contribution in U -k will 
come from loops with (k + 1 ) horizontal jumps (i.e., the coefficient of t k + ~). 
Let us denote by (xt ..... Xk) the circuit defined by the projection (along 
the time direction) of the loops (co~ ..... r on A. In this manner the sum 
over the loop with (k + 1) jumps can be expressed as a sum over circuits. 
Now if for a given circuit (xt ..... Xk) all the possible families of closed 
loops (cot ..... cot) associated with the circuit have the same factor e(_~)= 
I--l~=te(mj), then the contribution of those loops for boson systems is 
immediately obtained from those already obtained for fermion systems. 
In particular, if the circuit (x~ ..... Xk) is "linear" (does not enclose a 
plaquette), then one can check that e(O) = 1. Furthermore, if the circuit is 
self-avoiding (,x):/:x k for all j vak) ,  then there is exactly one loop and in 
this case e(co)= e.... t (e = + 1 for bosons, e = -1  for fermions). Therefore, 
in this case e(co) = 1 for bosons and c(co) = -s, , ,  for fermions. 
These situations will hold for the expansion up to order 3 and therefore 
we obtain immediately the following expressions for boson systems. One 
should note that the above simple properties which enable us to obtain 
directly the expansion for bosons from the corresponding expression for fer- 
mions no longer work already at order 4 and one has then to use Eq. (2.24). 
Square Lattice. We have 
H~d s; #,,, #3 
1 1 
= -~( /~, -#, , )  Y~ s . , - -d (#, ,+#,+U) IA I  
.x-e d 
t2 t4 1 
+ Y" 4U 16US(7-2cos~b) s,.s.,. 
<x. y> ~/I  
t 4 
+ ~ 16U3(4+c~ 
I x .  v ~. A 
I., -.,'1 = 
14 14 
+ E ~ s,.s.,.- E ~ (cos 4)(s 
x. v cA  P~ .'1 
Ix - . v l  ~ 2 
+s,,)+okus) (2.28) 
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Triangular Lattice. We have 
H~( s; IG,, ll j) 
1 1 (  3t3"~ 
- 2( /~,-~,)  Y' s , -~  /~,,+/~,+g+Rg,_/IAI 
.V E ~| 
1- 82 t 3 t 4 1 
+ E [ ~-0 + ~-U~_~ cos ~b- 1--6--U-5 (7 -  5 cos 2~b)sxs,, 
(x, 3') c /I 
t a t 4 
+ • 16u~(a+cos2ck)s.,-s, .+ Y" -ff-U-3S,.Sy 
( x.  y ) ~ A ( .x', .v ) c A 
Ix -.,'1 = v ~- Ix -.,'1 = 2 
t4 Q t~4 ) 
- ~ 1--([.~3(cos24)(S+se)+ 0 
P~ A 
(2.29) 
3. PHASE DIAGRAM 
3.1. Method 
In this section we investigate the zero-temperature phase diagram, i.e,, 
the ground states of the effective Hamiltonian, assuming a constant flux 
across each plaquette or triangle. In the next section we shall then solve the 
flux problem; namely, given (/~,.,/~), we shall find the set of fluxes and the 
configurations corresponding to the minimum energy. 
We restrict our considerations to the case U>4zt and I/~,,I < U-4zt ,  
for which the previous formulas are valid. In this case the system satisfies 
the half-filling condition Ni+Ne= IAI, the U ] expansion converges, and 
the effective Hamiltonian is a function of (/L~-g,,) only. We then take 
p~.=0 and write l~=lt (which is to say p =/l~-p,,). 
The idea is to decompose H~, at order k into two parts, the truncated 
Hamiltonian H ~) (which depends on/t)  and the rest R ~k~ (which is inde- 
pendent of p), i.e., 
Hr162 = H I~1 + R (a~ 
__ fq+l  
- q>~ I U q 
t,~+ l (3.1) 
Rck'= F, --UTC,, 
q=k+l  
In (3.1) we have dropped the constant - 89 Following ref, 12, we can 
write the truncated part as H ~kl =~B HA = ZB H~, where H a is given by 
822, ~6, 1-2-6 
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the U -~ expansion, B~A with diamB~<89 l), and H's=He+K s. The 
"zero potentials" Ks satisfy 
~Ks(s )=O for all s (3.2) 
B 
and have the symmetries of the lattice. 
We shall then show that there exist p~<p2< ... <p,, (n and pj 
depending on the order k and the flux configuration O) such that the 
following results hold: 
For pe  ]#.j, pj+l[,  j=  0 ..... n, #o = -0% and #,,+l = +oo: 
(a) It is possible to find KB (depending on P and O) such that H i  
is an m-potential, i.e., there exists a set of periodic configurations ~- -  {s~}, 
where the S~ are related by the symmetries of the lattice, satisfying the con- 
ditions 
HB(s) ) = m n,. HI(Y) if sl s = s~.l ~ H's( s ) = ' ~ i s 
lH'B(s) > H'~(s~) if s] s :~ s~] s 
(3.3) 
Therefore if # e ]#j, p j+, [, the set of configurations ~ is the set of ground 
states for the truncated Hamiltonian H Ck~. On the other hand, for # --#j the 
number of ground states for H Ikl is infinite. 
(b) It is possible to find ej, fii positive, e j+6 j<#j+l -p j ,  such that 
for p e ]pj + ei, p j+ I -d j [ ,  ~ is the set of ground states for the effective 
Hamiltonian Hc~. To establish this result, we follow the ideas introduced 
in ref. 12 and write the rest as 
where 
R'k'=Z R?)=~ K?' (3.4) 
tq+| 
R.', -k'= Z (2U)" Z ( -1 ) " ' "  
q>~k+ I i t ;  ff ~*~q + I ($)  
tO 3 X 
(q -  1)! 1 
X 
(re(co) - 1 )! (q - re(co))! N(w) [sup co I 
(3.5)  
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and K!,. k) is the average value of R!,. k~ over a cell Cp(x), centered at x, 
associated with the translation symmetry group of the s~ [the precise 
definition of Cr(x) is given later], i.e., 
1 
- I * , _  Z R!, ,k' (3.6) 
It is then easy to see that 
(c) 
/~?)(4) =/~!,.k'(s~) for all s~e~ (3.7) 
The/~./, j = 1, 2 ..... n, are functions of U and k of the form 
~lj= ~, tq+ l 
q=o --~- dq (3.8) 
and ej, 8i are of the order t*+2/U *+ 1. 
To illustrate the method, we consider the order 0: 
/1 t '1+1 cq= alo) + RiO) H~n-=-~Z(s . , -+ l )+ E ~ (3.9) 
x q~> 1 
The gound states of H I~ are evidently 
6C={s_} ,  where s ={s. ,_=- lVx} fo rp<0 
5P+={s+}, where s+={s. , .=+lVx} fo rp>0 
For the domain p ~<0, let p = -0  and F(s)= {x: s.,.= + 1}; we have 
i q+l 
Hetr(s)--Hefr(S_ )=O I/'(s)l + ~ ~[C'/(S)--C" (s-)] 
q~l 
>/I/'(s)l 6-  ~ t (3.10) 
q~>l  
Therefore for /~<-z ( f l /U ) (1 -z t /U)  -t, s_ is the only ground state for 
H~rr. Similarly for /~ >z(t2/U)(1-zt/U) -~, s+ is the only ground state 
for H~n-. 
3.2. Fermions on the Square Lattice (U>4t ,  IPel <U-4t )  
Introducing the next order in the truncated Hamiltonian, we obtain the 
antiferomagnetic Ising model, for which/~ plays the role of the magnetic 
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field [see (2.25)]. The phase diagram of the truncated Hamiltonian H (~) 
consists of three distinct regions, corresponding to the empty state, the 
two chessboard states, and the full state. As before, it is possible to bound 
the contribution of the higher orders and thus to obtain part of the phase 
diagram of the effective Hamiltonian; see Fig. 1. The two separation inter- 
vals (thick lines) between the domains have length proportional to d/U 3 
and make place for domains corresponding to ground states with inter- 
mediate densities and higher periods. 
Let us remark that at this order the phase diagram is independent of 
the magnetic fluxes. 
Since on the square lattice the U-t expansion of H~ has only odd 
powers of U -~, the next order is U -3. Furthermore, using the symmetry 
property of the phase diagram, we restrict he discussion to the case p ~< 0. 
3.2.1. S tudy  of H (3). We first write the truncated Hamiltonian 
H (3) as a sum over potentials defined on 3 x3 blocks [see (A.3)]. In 
Appendix A we give the zero potential Ks such that H i  = Hs + K~ is an 
m-potential, from which one obtains the following results valid if U is large 
enough. 
Let 
Then 
1. 
2. 
12 
I t2 t 4 
-2  ~+(3-cos  ~)~-5. ~ if 
/*2 -- ] 2 t2 / 3 . "~ t o' 
[ -  ~+ ~ 3 +scos  r  ~--53 if 
I t2 t 4 
-2~+(3  +3 cos ~)~3 3 if 
/23= 
.//2 if 
,2 
JA4= --2-~+ +3COS~ 
cos$>~0 
cos$~<0 
cos $ >/0 
cos ~ ~< 0 
(3.11) 
For p <ph, s_ is the unique ground state. 
For Pl <P <P2, H i  is minimum for the configurations of Fig. 2 
and those obtained by rotations or reflections. 
3. For P2 <P <P3, H i  is minimum for the configurations of Fig. 3. 
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~5 ~o ~+ 
0 
order 0 
] I,, [ , ] J, [ . .  
u '0- 
order 1 
Fig. 1. Fermions on a square lattice. Phase diagram obtained at order U ~ and U ~. The 
dark domains represent values of IL where no conclusion is obtained at this order. 
0 0 0  0 0 0  
0 0 0  0 0 0  
0 0 0  0 0 0  
Fig. 2. Conf igurat ionsdef in ing~. 
0 0 0  0 0 0  QO0 
0 0 0  0 0 0  0 0 0  
0 0 0  0 0 0  0 0 0  
Fig. 3. Conf igurat ionsdef in ing~. 
0 0 0  0 0 0  
0 0 0  0 0 0  
0 0 0  0 0 0  
Fig. 4. Conf igurat ionsdef in ing~. 
Fig. 5. 
OOO OOO 
OOO OOO 
OOO OOO 
Configurationsdefiningthechessboardconfigurations. 
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4. For P3 <P <P4, H;~ is minimum for the configurations of Fig. 4. 
5. For P4 <P ~< 0, H i  is minimum for the configurations shown in 
I ") Fig. 5, and thus {sc~ ,, sT, } are the unique ground states. 
From the above discussion we conclude that the only configurations 
which yield the minimum energy for each block B are those represented on 
Fig. 6, together with the empty and chessboard configurations, and those 
obtained by ion-hole inversion, and the following result is established. 
Proposit ion 3.1 .  For U/t large enough, the ground states of the 
truncated Hamiltonian at order 3 are the following ~ with density p j: 
-oo<~</~,  ~_={s  } p_=0 
p, <p <l l  2 ~= {s~}, ~--I ..... 10 p,= 89 
ps<p<p4 ~3 = {s;}, 0c=l ..... 6 P3=89 
By symmetry with respect to p = 0, we obtain the complete phase 
diagram for the truncated Hamiltonian H TM (Fig. 7). 
Note that ~ does not appear for ~b ~ ]zc/2, 3~/2[, nor ~ for ~ = n. We 
expect that ground states with the same densities, i.e., 1/4 and 1/5, will 
appear when higher order terms are considered. These ground states may 
or may not be identical to ~_~ and ~.  
3.2.2. Ground States for Hef f. We shall now show that the 
phase diagram for the effective Hamiltonian is the same as the one for the 
truncated Hamiltonian, except for domains of width of the order t6U -5 
along the separation lines. Let us first make the following observation: for 
@ 0 0 0 0 @ 0 0 0  0 0 @ 0 0 0 @ 0 0  0@00@ 00@0 
000@ 0000@ @ 0 ,00@ 000@ @ 00@ 0 O@ O0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0  0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0  0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1  
0 0 0 0 @  0 0 0 0  @ 0 0 0 @  000@ 0 @ 00@ O0 @ 0 
00  @ O 0 0 0 @  0 O O 1 0 0 0 @  O0 @ 00@ O0 @ O0 
@ 0 0 0 0  @ 000 @ 0 0 0 @  000@ 0 O@ 00 @ 000 
0 0 0 @ 0 0 0 0 @  O O l O 0 0 @ O 0  0 @ 0 0 @  00@ 0 
0 @ O 0 0 0  @ 00  @ 000@ 000@ @ 00 @ 00  @ O0 
0 0 0 0  @ 0 0 0 0  00@ 0 0 0 @ 0 0  0 O@ O0 @ 000 
Fig. 6. Ground states appearing in tile phase diagram for fermions on a square lattice; the 
occupied sites are black, while the empty ones are white. 
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F ig .  7. 
2r 
,s 
0 
t 2 -2~- 
i i 
I 
t 2 
o 2~- 
# 
Fermions on a square lattice. Phase diagram for the Hamiltonian truncated at 
order 3. 
a chemical potential /z in ]/l j , / t  j+ ~[ the energy of any configuration s such 
that sf 8 # sTIR will satisfy the inequality 
He(s) - H~(s  7)/> r > 0 (3.12) 
where r is a function of/1, U, and ~. 
In the following we consider the case/ t  ~ I / t3 ,  t/4[ , for which the six 
ground-state configurations are given by 5:3, and to simplify the notation 
we write s ~ instead of s" Let s be a configuration and Y a connected set 3" 
of sites. We say that Y is correct if there exists some s~ 5a3 such that 
sl r = sKI r; moreover,  Y is said to be o~-correct if there is a unique s ~ satis- 
fying this condition. 
We then introduce the following notations: 
B x is the 3 • 3 block centered in x. 
Cp(x) is the p x p block centered on x if p is odd, and centered on 
x+(1 /2 ,  1/2) i fp  is even. The integer p is the lowest common multiple of 
P~, P2, the periods o fs  in the directions 1 and 2. For  example, p = 3 for 5~3. 
Note that if Cp(x) is correct, it is necessarily co-correct with a = ~(x). 
For  a~y configuration s
F(s) = {x ~ A; B.,. not-correct} 
~(s )  = {B.,. c A; B.,. not-correct}, I~(s)l = IF(s)l 
U G(x) 
B e 3Y(s) 
C'p(_,=) ~ B 
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It follows that Cp(x) is not-correct if and only if Cp(x) c _P(s). There- 
fore for any y r the condition Cp(x)~ y implies that Cp(x) is 0~-correct 
and all Ct, containing y will be correct with the same ~(x). 
Let us decompose the complementary set FC(s) = A\F(s) into maximal 
connected subsets 
/~"(s) = U Ik (3.13) 
k 
Then each Ik is 0c-correct, with 0c = ~(k). 
With the definition of ~(s) and (3.4) we have 
H~n.(s)-Hr ~" (H's(s)-H'e(s~)) 
B~,~(s) 
+ ~ (/~.,.31(s) -/~].'(s~)) (3.14) 
A" E A 
Using then the inequality (3.12) for the first sum and the expansion of R!,. 3~ 
in terms of oriented paths, we obtain 
I Z tq+l IHcn.(s) - H~,r(s~)l >/r I~(s)l - ~ U,-- 7 
.x 'eA q>~5 
• Z 
r  
r ,'~ Ct,(x) # 0 
Ig,,,(s) -g,,,(s=C"l)[ Isupp co c~ Cp(x)l 
]supp col 
(3.15) 
where because of (3.7) we have replaced s= by s =c'~ [we set ~(x) = 0c if Cp(x) 
is not-correct ]. 
All circuits co such that con Cp(x)v~,  co n / -~(s)=~,  are ~(x)- 
correct, and thus 
[H~n-(s)-H~(s~)l 
1 t q + 1 
- -E  E v,, >jr]~(s) l  P-.,-ea q>~s 
x ~. ig,,,(s)_g,,,(s~C,.~) I Isupp co n Cp(x)l (3.16) 
.... a,+,l.,'L Isupp col 
~,J n C),(.x-) ~ 25, o~ ~ F{s l  ~ 0 
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The function g,,,(s) is bounded by 1/[2N(m)]. Then 
Inch(s) - nc~(s~)l 
1 ~ t q+l >>. I dd/H 
,__,s,, P- U q 
q~5 
, [ 
x ~ N(~o) Isupp o)l 
r lls) 
.~c~ F(s):g O 
The last sum is bounded by p2 Isupp col; thus 
Isupp co n Cp(x)[] (3.17) 
x E i l  
tq+ i 
Igc,(s) H~,,(s )1 r I#(s ) l -  (3.18) 
U" 
q~5 r = (.X'I . .~ .Yq + I ) 
Xl 9 F(s) 
Let K=lUg,,.,.)=BCp(x)l (K=9 in the case considered; K=25 for ~ ,  
K=49 for ~) ;  then 
1 /> t (3.19) 
Therefore, for p such that 
r>9 t t-- (3.20) 
the set 6~3 is the set of ground states for the effective Hamiltonian. In 
Appendix A we show the following result: 
Proposition 3.2. If U/t>387, then there exist e3, 83 such that 
for p ~ ]P3 + e3, p , , -83[  the ground states of the effective Hamiltonian 
are ~.  
For other intervals we proceed in a similar manner. These results how 
that if we fix the density to 0, 1/5, 1/3, 1/2, then we know that 60,  ~ ,  6P3 ,
~b are the respective ground-state configurations (in the canonical ensem- 
ble); this is true for any flux. 
3.3. Bosons on the Square Lattice 
From the expansion of the effective Hamiltonian (2.28), one observes 
that at order 1 the results for hard-core bosons are the same as for 
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fermions. At order 3 the truncated Hamiltonian for hard-core bosons and 
fermions are identical if~bp = r~/2; moreover, H~o,~(s; ~b) = Hl~,,io,~(s,~3~ 9 ~ - c~) 
if se = 1 for all P, 
We can write (2.28) in the form 
t 4 
H~3'(s) = const + ~ Hp(s) + ~ ~ s.,.sy (3.21) 
P [.v -y l  = 2 
Following the same method as for the fermions, one first shows that 
for U large enough and/~<0,  the ground states of H ~31 cannot contain 
bonds (x ,y )  with s,.=s.,.=l. Then one observes that, with kt= 
- tz/(2U) + 6t4/U 3, 
t 2 t 4 
'~'<' - - - -  [46 -3]  (3.22) He(,~,,5) = 2U t -~ 3 
t 2 t 4 
He( +o)':':~ = ---2U-~'~3 [26 -2  cos ~b] (3.23) 
t 2 t 4 
He( ecJ _ - - -  ' : 'e)= 2U t-8-U-3 [ l l -4cos~b]  (3.24) 
Therefore for any configuration which does not contain bonds (x, y)  with 
s,. = sy = 1, we have 
HI3)(s; 6, ~)= HI3) (s; 6 -cos  ~, ~=2)- I -  C(c ~) 
'-~ ( 6-cos~,~b 2) + C(~b) nfermions  S, (3.25) 
[where C(~b) is independent of s and 6] and thus the phase diagram for 
bosons with hard core is directly obtained from the phase diagram of 
fermions with ~b = re/2 (Fig. 8). Note that ~ never appears at this order. 
For any flux and densities fixed to 0, 1/5, 1/3, 1/2 the respective 
ground states are b~ .~, 5e3, ~-h. We remark that for given density and 
flux the fermionic and bosonic ground states that are rigorously established 
are the same. This suggests that for bipartite lattices the canonical phase 
diagrams (p, ~b) are identical for fermions and hard-core bosons. 
On a triangular lattice (nonbipartite) this cannot be true, as will be 
shown by a concrete xample (see Section 3.5). 
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Fig. 8. 
2~- 
o / 
t 2 -2~- 
~b 
t I I i l  
0 
j i 
t 2 2~ 
Hard-core bosons on a square lattice. Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian truncated 
at order 3. 
3.4.  Fermions  on the  Tr iangu lar  Lat t i ce  
As mentioned in the introduction, the triangular lattice is especially 
interesting since it is not bipartite and the system does not have the usual 
particle-hole symmetry. 
From the expansion (2.26) for the effective Hamiltonian, one sees 
immediately that at the order U-t  the truncated Hamiltonian H (tJ is the 
frustrated antiferromagnetic Ising model with magnetic field -/z/2. Going 
to the next order, which is U-2 in this case, we will see that the frustration 
disappears. 
At the order U -2 we have 
H~(s) = H~-~(s) + Re-~(s) + const 
Hc2~(s) = ~ HA(S) 
A 
,2 
HA(s) =.- -  + ~ cos ~,, Y~ s.,. + ~-~ 
X E A 
(3.26) 
3 t 3 
Y~ s,s,,+g~cos ~:A 
<x v>cA 
Computing HA(s) for the eight configurations on the triangle ~, we have 
the following result; let us define 
/2 /,3 
/t I = --3 uT,+ 3 ~ cos ~b~ (3.27) 
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f3  
#2 = -6  ~ cos 4',, 
t 2 t 3 
/~3 = 3 ~+ 3 ~,-5 cos 4,A 
then the ground states of  H c-~l are given by (see Fig. 9) 
/~ </~ 9- = {s_}, p =o 
/ t l  <kt  <# 2 ~r_  =!  Xs-- {s~-}, ~= 1,2, 3, P5 
/t2 </t </t 3 ~= {~},  c(= 1, 2, 3, /~5=3 
~u>~u 3 ~+ = {s+}, p+=l 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
where s~5 is a conf igurat ion with one of the three sublattices occupied, and 
is a conf igurat ion with two sublattices occupied. 
Fig. 9. 
0 0 0 0 @ 0 0 0 0  0 0  9 1 4 9  0  9 1 4 9 1 4 9 1 4 9  
0  9   9 1 4 9  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
O 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0  0 0 0 0  9   9 1 4 9 1 4 9 1 4 9 1 4 9  
0 0 0  9  0 0  9 1 4 9  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0  9 1 4 9  0  9 1 4 9  0 @ 0  9 1 4 9 1 4 9  
0 0 0 0 0 @ 0 0  0 0 0 0  9  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 @ 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0  9 1 4 9   9 1 4 9 1 4 9 1 4 9 1 4 9  
9 0 0 0 0 0 0  9  0 0 0 0 0 0  9  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0  9   9 1 4 9  0  9 1 4 9 1 4 9 1 4 9  
~,p=~ .~,p=~ .~,p=~ 
0  9 1 4 9  0  9 1 4 9 1 4 9  0  9 1 4 9 1 4 9 1 4 9  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0  9 1 4 9  0 0 0  9  
0  9 1 4 9 1 4 9  0  9 1 4 9 1 4 9  0  9 1 4 9 1 4 9 1 4 9  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0  9 1 4 9  0 0 0  9 1 4 9  
0  9 1 4 9 1 4 9 1 4 9  0  9 1 4 9 1 4 9  0  9 1 4 9 1 4 9  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0  9  0 0 0 @  9  
0  9 1 4 9 1 4 9 1 4 9  0  9 1 4 9  0  9 1 4 9 1 4 9  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0  9  0 0 0 @  9  
0  9 1 4 9 1 4 9 1 4 9  0  9 1 4 9  0  9 1 4 9  
.~, p = ~ .~, p = ~ .~, p = ] 
ooooeooeo o  9149149149 ooooooooo 
o@@o@eo 9  oo  9149149 
o .  o o .  o o .  o . .  o o . .  o o .  o 'o 'o 'o 'o 'o 'oo 'o  
o o .  o o .  o o o . .  o o . .  o "o 'o 'o 'ooo 'oo  
9 oO .ooo  ,o .oO 9 o o 9 9 o o 9 9 o 
9 9 o o 9 9 o o o 'ooo 'o 'oVo  0  9 1 4 9 1 4 9  0 0  9 1 4 9 1 4 9 1 4 9  0 
o . .  o . .  o .  9 o o . .  o o .  " J " J ' J o 'o  
0  9 1 4 9  O  9 1 4 9 1 4 9  
9 ~, p = ~ .~,, p = 89 .~, p = 89 
Ground states appearing in the phase diagram Ibr fermions on a triangular lattice; 
the occupied sites are black, while the empty ones are white. 
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Fig. 10. Fermions on a triangular lattice. Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian truncated at 
order 2. 
The phase diagram for the truncated Hamiltonian H ~2~ is represented 
in Fig. 10, which shows explicitly that there is no particle-hole symmetry. 
On the boundary the ground states are infinitely degenerate. Following the 
method described in Section 3.2, one can then prove that for U/t suf- 
ficiently large the phase diagram for the effective Hamiltonian remains the 
same, except for domains with width of order t3/U 2 around the boundaries. 
Going to order 3, the problem of the ground states of the truncated 
Hamiltonian H ~3~ becomes more difficult. In Appendix A we give zero- 
potentials from which one can deduce the ground states of H ~~ for some 
domains of the (/~,~b) plane, but we could not find a rigorous proof for all 
values (~t,~b). Let us note, however, that except for the configurations 
J'2, "J~, all the configurations ~,  ~= 1 ..... 9 (Fig. 9) do appear in the 
domains where the ground states have been rigorously established. 
The results discussed in Appendix A are summarized as follows. Let us 
define the following functions of r 
~+ 3 cos ~b ~-5_, + -3  cos 2~b 
t2 t3 - - -3  cos 2~b 
-0+ 3 c~ ~b U--5 + [ ( .~  1 ) t 4 
+ ~ cos 2~b 
-~+ 3 cos ~b ~-5_, + -2  cos 2~b 
~1 ~ - -3  
I t ,  = - -3  
if cos 2~b > 0 
if cos2~b<0 
1 
if -~<cos2~b<0 
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"(-3~ + 9 cos 25) -~--.3 
H4-- --3 ~+ 3 cos 5 ~52 + +6 cos 25 ~ 
(0 
/is= -6  cos 5 ~52+ ' --~- + g cos 25) ~-3 ),4 ~ +9cos25 
( )" t 3 9 9 COS 25 /t6 = --6 COS 5"U --~--+ 16 4 
0 
13 
a~= -6  cos ~ ~--,+~ 
if cos 25 >0 
I 
if - -x<cos25<0 
Z 
1 
if cos 25<- - -  
2 
3 
if cos 25> 
5 3 
if ~ < cos 2 5 < 
5 
if cos 25 < 1--2 
1 5 
if ~<cos25 <y~ 
1 
if cos2~b>x 
z 
9 9 ) t 4 1 1 
-~+~cos25 ~ if ~<cos25< 
(33  ) t  4 1 
-~+~cos25 ~ if 0<cos25< 
--~+9cos25 ~ if cos 25<0 
With the configurations ~,  0c= 1 ..... 9, represented in Fig. 9, the 
ground states of H 13~ are given around/t = -3t~-/U by 
~--_, p_ ----0 12<12 ~ 
~,  p,= '  /ll </l </12 
9"3, P3= 88 /-/2</-/</,/4 
~,  p4=88 /13 </1 </~4 
~5, ps=89 /z4 </x </z5 
if - 89 
if cos2~<- 89 
and cos 25>0 
and - 89 
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t 2 -3~- 
# 
Fermions on a triangular lattice. Phase diagram for the Hamiltonian truncated at 
order 3, lbr chemical potentials corresponding to low densities. 
while for values of the chemical potential around 0, 
,~6, p6 = .-{ /a, <,u < {/z6 if "<cos  2~b < 89 
/~7 if cos 2~ < 88 
~/t5 </~ </~7 if cos 2~ > 5 
~7, p7=~4 ~] . /6<~/<f l7  if  88  
3-8, P8=89 r 7 and cos2~b>O 
Jg, Pg=89 /t7</~</~ 7 and cos2~b<O 
where/i j  is defined from/.tj as follows: the coefficient of t3/U 2 is identical, 
while the ones of t2/U and t4 /U  3 are opposite. 
The phase diagrams are represented in Figs. 10-12. 
3.5. Bosons on Triangular Lattice 
From the expansion (2.29) one observes that at the oder U -~, the 
truncated Hamiltonian for hard-core bosons is the same as for fermions 
(antiferromagnetic Ising model with field). Going to the next order, i.e., 
U -z, we have 
s s s,.s,, (3.30) 
.yea (x .y)  cA 
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Fig. 12. 
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n 
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13 (3 -6~-~ 0 6~-~ 
Fermions on a triangular lattice. Phase diagram for the Hami]tonian truncated at 
order 3, for chemical potentials corresponding to densities close to one-half. 
from which one concludes immediately that the ground states of H ~2~ are 
the following: 
12 t 3 
p< --3 ~- -  3 cos ~b--~, .Y--_ = {s_},  p_  =0 
t-" t 3 1 
-3~-3cos~b~--5_,<p<O ~={s]}, ~---1,2,3, ps=~ 
t 2 t 3 2 
0<p<3~+3 cos ~b~5 ~ = {g~-}, c(= 1, 2, 3, f i s=~ 
t 2 t 3 
/~ > 3 ~+ 3 cos ~b ~- 5 ~--+ = {s+}, p+=l  
Then except for domains of order 14/U 3 the phase diagram of the effec- 
tive Hamiltonian is the one presented in Fig. 13. 
In Appendix A we then show that it is possible to find zero-potentials 
such that the truncated Hamiltonian at order 3 is an m-potential. We then 
obtain the following result. Let 
t 2 t 3 /3  ) t 4 
P '  = - -3 -~- -  3 cos ~b ~5 + ~- -  3 COS 2q~ 
12 t 3 /17  3 ) t4 
p2= -3  ~-3  cos ~b ~5+ ~-~ - -  cos2~ 
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Hard-core bosons on a triangular lattice. Phase diagram for the Hamiltonian 
truncated atorder 2. 
t 2 t 3 (-~ 
/23=--3~--3COS@~-~+ --3 
/24--( -9~-3  cos 2@) -~3 
t 4 
cos 24) 
J t4 
( -- 2 - 3 cos 2@) ~-3 if cos 24 >/0 
l (  1 ) 14 /25-- -2--~cos2@ ~ if cos2@-..<O 
Then the description of the phase diagram of the truncated 
Hamiltonian at order 3 is as follows: 
~--_, p_ =0 /2</2, 
~,  P,=~ /2, <# </22 
.~"~/4,  p = / /22 </2  <~/23 
~5,  P5 =1 /23</2</24  
~,  P6 = ~ /24 </2 </225 
~8, Ps=89 /25</2~<0 
F9, P9=89 ]25</2"--<0 
and cos24<0 
and cos 2@>0 
822/86/1-2-7 
2~r 
2 Y 
s+ 
1/4 
'~-- 
/3" 
t2 
# 
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t 2 3~ 
Fig, 14, Hard-core bosons on a triangular lattice. Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian 
truncated at order 3. 
where Y*/4 is the set of all configurations with density 1/4 and the con- 
straint that, with respect o a lattice direction, each two lines is empty, 
while the others have alternatively one ion and one empty site [ log I J '41  = 
O(IAI t/-')]. This set is probably not a set of ground states for the effective 
Hamiltonian. 
The phase diagram is symmetric around/~ = 0; therefore the separa- 
tion lines for/l  >/0 are derived immediately from/2 t..... /~ 5. 
Our results are sufficient to show that the canonical phase diagrams 
(P, O) of fermions and hard-core bosons are not identical. Indeed, consider 
the point (p = 1/2, ~b = g/2). From Fig. 12 we see that the set of ground 
states is ~9 for fermions, while for bosons Fig. 14 shows that it is ~ .  This 
example shows that the conjecture made for bipartite lattices in Section 3.3 
cannot be true for the triangular lattice. 
4. FLUX PHASE PROBLEM 
4.1. M in imum Flux for a Given Conf igurat ion of Ions 
In this section we consider the following problem: given a configura- 
tion s of ions, what are the fluxes r across the elementary cells C 
which minimize the effective Hamiltonian? As in the previous sections, A 
is either the square or the triangular lattice, and the cells C are either pla- 
quettes P or triangles ~. The proofs are based on the U-J expansion; thus 
the chemical potential for the electrons must lie in the gap and U has to 
be sufficiently large. We take again/~,,=0 and write IL~=/~. 
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The case of bosons was treated in Section 2.4. From now on we con- 
sider only fermions ystems. 
Theorem 4.1. 1. For the configurations s=s+ or s_ ,  the effective 
Hamiltonian is independent of the fluxes. 
2. Let sr satisfy the condition that for any site x there 
exists a site y with Ix-y[ <<,d(s)< oo and s,.= -s, , .  Then there exists a 
positive number Uo (depending on s) such that for U~> Uo, the minimizing 
fluxes are given by "~ - ~b c (s)=~bc(s), where 
squarelattice: ~e(s )={O otherwiseif 2 sites of P are occupied (4.1) 
triangularlattice: ~A=(  0 if no or l site ofA is occupied (4.2) 
if 2 or 3 sites of A are occupied 
The detailed proof of Theorem 4.1 can be found in Appendix B. Here 
let us outline the main ideas. 
1. I f s=s+ or s , (2(s) is empty and the effective Hamiltonian does 
not depend on the fluxes. This is not surprising, because we took the 
chemical potential of the electrons to be in the gap, and therefore the 
number of electrons is either 0 or [A[; in the first case there is no electron 
to feel the magnetic field, and in the second case the electrons cannot hop 
because there are no free lattice sites; then the phases of the hopping coef- 
ficients have no influence. 
2. Given s r {s+, s_ } defined on the square lattice, let ~' denote the 
set of plaquettes which are neither completely occupied nor empty. From 
(2.17) the contribution involving fluxes in the truncated Hamiltonian 
HI3~(s) is 
2 t 4 2 
8 U 3 y' ( - l ) ' "cos  p~.',' ~be (m - 1 )! (3 - m)! 
2 t 4 2 
=~U ~ y' coscPe(m_ l ) ! (3_m)  ! (4.3) 
P~ ,r  
where 
g0p=~bp + 89 1)n; ( -  1)" '=sp (4.4) 
I Therefore the fluxes which minimize n~3~(s) are S e = ~_(se + 1)n if P ~ 
and ~bt, arbitrary if P r ~. 
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We then consider the truncated Hamiltonian H(5~(s). Let ,r denote the 
set of rectangles (two plaquettes) which are neither completely filled nor 
empty. We decompose ~ = ~, u N2 with ~ = { R, = Po u P'; Por ~,  P' ~ ~} 
and ~,_ = { R2 = P' u P"; P' e ~,  P" e ~}. The contribution involving fluxes 
in H~51(s) is 
8 U 3 }-" cos 9p' R,~.~, (m' -  1)! (3--m')! +~2 ct 
t 2 t 2 } 
U ~_ c 2 cos ~0p,, + ~ cos(~0 e, + r162 )
+ }-" cos~op, (m,_ l ) l (3_m, ) !+T i~c ' ,  
R2 E ,~'2 
1 [ 2 t 2 ] 
+~cosrpe,, (m'- - l ) !  (3 -m' ) !  +~_, c',' 
12 
+ ~-5 s,_,. cos(cpe, + r# e,,) } ] (4.5) 
where xy = P' c~ P" and we used the fact that 
se, sp,, cos($p, + $e,,) = cos(~0e, + reeo) 
We note also that Ic,I, Ic'~[, and Ic~'l are less than 3 and C-2>~0.  
Therefore for U>4t  the first term is minimum for rpe, = 89 + 1)re as 
before and rpe, , = 0. On the other hand, the second term is of the form 
t 2 
ct cos 9' + fl cos 9" + e ~ cos(~' + ~p") 
where oqf l>~ 88 2) and le l=l .  Therefore for U>4t  this term is 
minimum for ~o e, = ~0p,, = n, as was obtained already at the previous order. 
Finally the fluxes on those plaquettes P such that P c~ ~ = ~ remain 
arbitrary. We then proceed by induction to determine the value of ~e for 
the remaining plaquettes. 
4.2. Flux Phase Problem 
We first discuss the flux phase problem for the truncated Hamiltonian 
at order 3. For a given configuration s, the fluxes {~c(s)} which minimize 
n(3)(s, ].t, {~bc} ) are given by (4.1) and (4.2) when C is not filled or empty, 
and arbitrary otherwise. 
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Fig. 15. Flux phase problem on a square lattice. Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian 
truncated at order 3. 
Introducing appropriate zero-potentials ( ee Appendix C), we may 
write H~3)(s;p; {~c(s)}) as an m-potential 
/4,-',(s; u; {$.(s)}) =Z H'~(s; u; {~.(s)}) 
B 
(4.6) 
and one can then find its phase diagram, and thus the flux phase problem 
is solved for the truncated Hamiltonian at order 3. 
Theorem 4.2 .  For U sufficiently large, the configurations of ions 
and the set of fluxes which minimize the truncated Hamiltonian at order 3 
are the following (Figs. 15 and 16). 
(i) For the square lattice 
t 2 1 t 4 
p < p, = - 2 U 2 U 3 5C, p _ = O, ~p is arbitrary 
t 2 t 4 1 
Pl <P</L3= -2--+2U U -'5 ~ '  P, =5 '  ~p is 0 or arbitrary 
t 2 13 t 4 1 
/ . /3<f l</ J , . l ,  = -2~4 2 U 3 5~3' p3=~,  ~e isOorn  
1 ~p is n # ,, < # ~< 0 ~h, P,.b = ~, 
Using the particle-hole symmetry, we obtain the phase diagram for p ~> 0 
by replacing.s~ by - s , ,  without changing the fluxes. 
I I I l I , . .  
/zz #~ /L3 /~s #6 0 
Fig. 16. Phase diagram of the flux phase problem on a triangular lattice. 
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(ii) For the triangular lattice 
t 2 t 3 9 t 4 
p < p ~ = - 3 ~ - 3 ~3 4 U 3 : -_ ,  p _ = O, ~A is arbitrary 
t 2 t 3 5 t 4 1 - 
/.t j <p  </z2 = --3 ~- -  3 -~_ +4 U 3 3"~, p l=~,  r is nor  
arbitrary 
t 2 t 3 69 14 1 - 
/'tz</'t </23=- -3U- -3U -5--k- 4 U 3 J~' P3=4 ' ~bAisn 
15 t 4 1 
p3<p<ps  = - --f  U-- 5 G-5, ps=~,  ~b:, is n 
t 4 2 
]A5 "(/-/ <]./6 = --5 U------ ~ ~6, p6=~, ~,~ isO or n 
~t6 <kt <~0 ~9, P9=~, ~Ais0orn 
The phase diagram for p >I 0 is obtained by replacing p~, s~, and ~b= by 
-p~,  - s~, and ~- -  n. 
Remark. For the square lattice, the configurations ~ do not appear 
except at the value p =P3, which is infinitely degenerate. In the case of the 
triangular lattice, the configurations ~-2, ~ ,  ~7, and f8 do not appear. 
Following the ideas developed for the case of constant fluxes, it is 
possible to define subintervals ]p j ,  p} + ~[ where a suitable Peierls condition 
can be obtained for H ~3~ and to prove that the phase diagram for the effec- 
tive Hamiltonian is the same as the phase diagram for H 13~ up to domains 
of width of the order t s /U  4 (or t6 /U  5 in the case of the square lattice) 
around the boundary points. 
5. CONCLUSION 
The phase diagram at finite temperature has been obtained in refs. 13 
and 17 only for the square lattice and around the symmetry point. There 
the two chessboard ground states are related by a particle-hole or transla- 
tional symmetry and therefore a Peierls argument can be applied. For 
other ground states this is not the case and Pirogov-Sinai theory c27"29"31"3) 
has to be used (see ref. 15 for a pedagogical introduction to these ideas). 
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Recent developments of this theory allowing general ong-range (and also 
quantum) interactions may be found in refs. 5 and 4. Based on these 
results, it is expected that the phase diagram is stable at low temperatures. 
The present work is limited to the large- U limit. For small U the phase 
diagram changes drastically. This is the case in one and two dimensions, 
where a very rich structure has been uncoveredJ m'6'3m We expect that 
values different from 0 or n will appear for the optimal flux as U is lowered. 
In the case of hard-core bosons when U= 0, we get the quantum XY 
model. This model is known to display off-diagonal long-range order 
(ODLRO) at half-filling in the ground state. ~4~ On the other hand, as soon 
as U>0 the ground-state configuration for the nuclei is a chessboard 
(on a square lattice), t23~ For large enough U it seems clear that the bosons 
will form a charge density wave of period x/~. An interesting question is 
whether the critical value U,. for the disappearance of ODLRO is U,. = 0 or 
U,. > 0. 
Finally we wish to point out the link between the Falicov-Kimball 
model and Hartree-Fock theory for the Hubbard model. If one minimizes 
the ground state (or free energy) for the repulsive Hubbard model only 
over the set of Hartree-Fock states, then one finds that the mathematical 
structure of this variational problem is very similar to the one for the 
Hubbard model. This fact has been exploited in great detail recently. 121 
The results obtained here on the ground states for rational filling factors 
of the form p/q may shed some light on the Hartree-Fock states that one 
should look for in the Hubbard model. 
We hope to come back to these questions in the future. 
APPENDIX  A. rn -POTENTIALS  
A.1. Square  Lat t i ce  
Following the method of ref. 9, using plaquettes and bonds (xyz) ,  it 
is straightforward to show that for U > 4t, one has the following property: 
for /z</l~, s is the only ground state of H ~3~, and for 0~>/~>p4, 
= {sa,, ~h} are the only ground states of H ~ where ~cb 1 "~ 
t 2 t 4 / 1 ) 
/z, = - 2 -~ +'~-'5 ~- -  cos ~b 
,2 ) 
f14 = -2~+~-  3 + 3 cos ~b 
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To obtain the ground states of H c3) in the remaining interval 
e [p~, P4], we first note that for U> 4t and p <P4 the ground-state con- 
figurations cannot contain bonds (x,  y )  with s.,. = s.,. = 1. 
Introducing the parameter 6 defined by 
-2  t2  t4  
/~= ~+-~6 (A.1) 
we write the truncated Hamiltonian in the form 
t 2 
n'3'(s) =~ Y~ 
< x. y ) 
Sx = .~'v~ +1 
t 4 
l+~-g  3 ~ HB(s;/~)+const (A.2) 
B ~ A 
where B are 3 x 3 blocks centered on x(B) and 
H(s;tu) = -8(s,-~n~+ 1) -  I 9 T8(7 + 2 cos $) 
+ ~(4- -cos  r
(x. y) = B 
Ix -y l  = ~2 
+~cos~b 2 ( l+5se)  
P~B 
Z S x S y 
(x  v )=B 
E s,.s., 
(x ,v  cB  
Ix -- yl =-9 
(A.3) 
As explained in the introduction, we then introduce zero-potentials K B 
such that H's = HB + KB is minimum if and only if the configurations on B 
are either ~,  .9~ or ~,  depending on the value of p (i.e., fi). Numbering 
the nine sites in a block B from left to right, starting down and ending up, let 
4 
K~= ~ ~k~'  (A.4) 
i= l  
where the 0~; are given in Table I and 
k~ )= --$2--S 4 --$6--S 8 +4Ss (A.5) 
k~' = -s t  - s3 - s7 - s9 + 4ss (A.6) 
k~ } = -s l  s3 + 2S4S6 - -  $7S9 - -  S I S 7 "q- 2S2S 8 - -  $3S9 (A.7) 
k~ )= --$2S4--$2S6--$4S8--$6S8-JvSIS5"+$3S5-[-$5S7-t-$5S9 (A.8) 
These potentials k~ ~ are invariant by reflection and rotation. 
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Doing explicit calculations, we find that the only configurations which 
minimize H'~ are the following: 
If cos ~b >/0, then for 
' -  cos  ~ < ~ < 3 - cos  ~, 
3-cos  ~b <~ < 3 +3 cos~b, 
3 +3 cos ~ <~<~-+3 cos~b, 
If cos ~b ~< 0, then for 
89 ~ <6 < 3 + ~cos ~, 
3 + ~cos ~b <6 < ~+3 cos ~b, 
which establishes Proposition 3.1. 
one has {s~} 
one has {s~} 
one has {s.~} 
one has {s~} 
one has {s_~} 
We then have to find intervals ]pi+cj, ~L.j+I--d/[ such that 
H'8(s) - H'8(sT) >~ z > 0 
r=K~-~)  t - 
with 
(A.9) 
(A.10) 
A.2. Triangular Lattice 
Ferrnions. The 3 x 3 blocks of the square lattice are replaced by 
hexagons H: the hexagon centered in x is defined as {yEA:  Ix - -y l  <~ 1}. 
The truncated Hamiltonian may be written as 
and K is the constant defined in Section 3.2. 
Explicit computation for the case p 6 ]P3, f14[ discussed in Section 3.2 
yields for cos ~b >/0 
e3 =27-213 1-- U---g (A.I 1) 
t~3 =27-214 1--- -  U5 (A.12) 
and the condition 83 "-1-~4</t4--/t3 = 3(3 +COS ~) ta / f  3 will be satisfied if 
U> 387. 
In the case of the bosons, as discussed in Section 3.3, we can use the 
results for the fermions with constant external magnetic flux ~b = z/2. 
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- -  SvS , .  
A 2 ~ ,4 " - A" E . , . "  
3 t-' t 3 cos~b ~, Sx+ 8 U 2 SA 
U 2 8 ,.~A J 
14 
+~ ~ HH(s)+const (A.13) 
I - I  c .4 
where 
H.(s)  = 
7 + 5 cos 2~b 4 - cos 2~b 
32 ~ s,.s,. + 16 ~ s.,.s.,. 
(x ,  . r )  ~ H .v, r c I t  
Ix --Yl = f i  
1 5cos$ ~ sp (A.14) E s,s,+ 1---g-- 
(.x', r ~H P~[ I  
Ix -y l  = 2 
As before we introduce zero-potentials ,~.,l'm" numbering the sites starting 
from the center, i.e., 1 is the center and 2-7 are the external sites, we define 
7 
k~{'=6s,-  ~ s, (A.15) 
i=2  
7 6 
k~'= Z sis,-- ~.. sis,+,--s,_s7 (A.16) 
i=2  i=2 
k~3~=s~ s~si+2+s6s2+sTs 3 
i - 
5 
- -  E S iS i+ I S i+2-$6S7S2 - -$7S2S3 (A. 17) 
i=2  
We set as before H) / = HH + K .  with K .  a linear combination of k)~ ~, 
k~ ~, and ..t"3~/~ such that H~ds;#) is an m-potential. Hereafter we define 
domains in the phase diagram for which we can find an m-potential KH = 
~i 0titt'-'g~. with e~ given in Table II. Unfortunately these domains do not 
cover the whole phase diagram, and thus there are still regions for which 
our results are not proven. 
9_ : domain of 
@~: domain of 
~3 : domain of 
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TABLE II. Coef f ic ients  for the m-Potent ia l "  
45 19 cos2~ 6' 
0 0 and ~t 
224 224 7 
I cos 2r 6' 
~3 8 32 8 0 0 
I 5 cos 2r 6' 
~'-~ 0 0 
96 32 9 
~ 3 3cos2r 6 11 9cos2r 6 
" 128 32 8 64 32 ~ 12 
~,3~ I 3cos 2r 56 47 33 cos 2r 26 
5 22--~- 112 42 224 2 ~  + 21 
6 33 87 cos 2r 6 
~/" - 8 160 1 6 ~  ff 20 
I cos 2r 6 II cos 2r 6 
~7 32 16 9 32 v ~ + ~  
c~2~ 6 9 3cos 2r + 6 
~ - 8 32 3~ 12 
6 9 3 cos 2r 
~' l 'and~ . - -  - 8 8 32 32 
17 cos 2r 6 
k 
384 32 72 
17 . 9 cos 2r 6 
224+ 1"~-2 +~_ 
3 9 cos 2r + 6 
80 40 40 
1 cos 2r 6 - - +  
32 16 18 
6 
24 
0 
" We define 6 s.t. p = -6  cos r 2 ) + 6ta/U 3 and 6' s.t. it = - -3 t2 /U  + 3 cos r 2} + 
{ta/U 31 6'. 
N"*'5 - {(/z, r  < - t2 /U} ,  with 
t2 t 3 t 4 
- 3 --0+ 3 cos r -~--5 + ( -~  + 9 cos 2r  -~3 if cos 2r >~0 
f i "h= t 2 t 3 /'33 9 ) t 4 
- -3~+3COSC~-~2+~,~-+~COS2 r ~ if C0S2r  
( • t •  is a part of  the domain  of  Ys ) .  5 
~{2}.  
"5  ~ { ,2 ),4} 
(p, r cos 2r ~< and - -~<gt<-6cosr  - +9cos2r  
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5 " 
5 
(p, ~b); cos 2~ > 12' U 
p< -6cos~b~2_,+ - + - -  
t 3 /'27 
and/2 < - 6 cos ~b ~ + ~,2-6 
(~121 and ~531 5 are also parts of the domain of ~)  
@6: domain of ~,,  under the restriction 
t 2 
<P <Ps, and also 
9 cos 2~b'~ 14 
) u 3 
9 cos 2~b !) t 4 
2 J U3J 
p < _6  cos~b~5+ 27 c_s 2~b t 4 
U 3 
~7: domain  o f  ~7,  with 
t ~ /9 9 cos 2~b) t 4 
p < -6cos~-~__+[~ 4 U 3 
Table III. Coeff icients for the m-Potent ia l  of Bosons on Triangular Lattice" 
O~ I ~2 0C3 
47 5 cos 2q~ d 
0 0 
7 P <Pz 112 28 
I I cos 24, 6 
11, < I  l <It2 0 0 
32 8 8 
12 11 COS 2~b d 
P~ <P < -- _ U 48 12 9 
t 2 it 
- "~<It <lt~ - 
. i a 
P4 < P < ( - 2 - 3 cos 2~b I ~-~. ' -  l-t8 
t 4 t t  
( -2 -  3 cos 2~b1~3 <p ~< 0 -~ 
0 0 
11 cos2q~ p cos24J p 
4 - - 4  
16 8 12 24 72 
43 9cos2~b p 1 3cos2~b p 
8o 40 +N ~+---q-6-+76 
7 3 cos 2~b 0 
16 8 
" We define r5 such that p = - -312/U  - (3 cos ~bt3)/U 2+ (t4/U3)d. The Pi, i = 2, 3, 4, were pre- 
viously defined. 
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h' ~: 
~-~: 
Bosons. 
Table III. 
domain of ~8, with 
t 3 ( 3 
p~>-6cos~-~__+ - i + 
domain of ~ ,  with 
t 3 
p <~ -6  cos ~b U2 
domain of ~ .  
t4 
3 cos 2~b 
9 cos 2~b t 4 
2 U 3 
The construction of the appropriate m-potential is given in 
APPENDIXB.  PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1 
We will show that for any configuration {~c'+ 6c} with Oc'# 0 for at 
least one cell C we have 
He.~s;/~; {6c + ~ c} ) -/-/~,~ s; ~; {6c} ) > 0 (B.1) 
Recall that Her is given by (2.16) where t2(s) is the set of circuits 09 which 
visit at least one empty and one occupied site. We introduce the set of cir- 
cuits ~(s) such that co e t2(s) and there exists a cell C,,, which is enclosed 
by 09 but not by any shorter path. 
We remark that for any coe~(s) the cell C,,, is unique and N(co)= 1 
[Eq. (2.5)]. We also denote by kc(co) the winding number of co around the 
cell C. For co e/2(s), kc.(co) = +1. 
We split the left-hand side of (B.1) into two parts I~ + 12, where 11 
comes from the circuits co e~2(s) and 12 from the circuits coel2(s)\fJ(s). 
For 11 we have 
[ fz } 11= ~_, UL,,,I t g,,,(s) cos kc(co)(6c.+8c) 
,,J e D( s I ~- ( '  
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This term is decomposed further as Ij = Jr + J., with 
J '=~c Y" Ul,,,--ql-_lg,,,(s) cos kc,(Co)(bc,+kc(co)6 c 
~,~ ~ ~(s  ) 
C.,, = C" 
and 
(B.3) 
'"" [fz t jr,.=~ F, v~,,,~-_,g,,,(s) cos k~.,(o~)(~.,+6c) C" - . ,~  ~1.~') ~- C" 
C,, ,  = C' 
For I_, we have the same formula as (B.2) with the sum over o)e~(s) 
replaced by the sum over ~o e f2(s)\~(s). In what follows we show that J, 
is bounded below by a strictly positive number and that I2, J2 are of 
smaller order. 
Lower Bound for J1. Since ~..c, kc,(og)~c,=O or n and 
kc,(o)) = _ 1, the difference of the two cosines in J~ is equal to 
(B.5) 
Therefore 
J, = ~ gtc(s)( I - cos Oc') (B.6) 
C 
with 
~eAs) = E 
. ,  e .O( s ) 
C,, ,  = C 
uH_  ] [g,,,(s)[ (--1) '''('''91 COS.,  kc,(O))~c., 
One can ther~ show that for any e)e ~(s) 
(B.7) 
( - 1 )'"("'- ' cos {~ kc,(co) ~c,) = 1 (B.8) 
and therefore ~c.(s)> 0. We give the details of the proof of (B.8) only for 
the square lattice, the case of the triangular lattice being similar. 
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C,,, is the unique cell surrounded by co, for which co is a circuit of mini- 
mal length. Then necessarily co is contained in a rectangle with C,,, in one 
corner, and the occupation of all sites in the rectangle is the same except 
for the site x (or maybe the two sites x and y) in the corner opposite to 
C,,, (Fig. 17). 
Therefore in the case of Fig. 17(a), ~c', =0  for all C' surrounded by co, 
and (-1)'"1"~ = -1 ,  which implies (B.8). On the other hand, in the case of 
Fig. 17(b), ~c,=0 for all C':~ Ct surrounded by co and ~c~ = 89 + s.,.Sy)~Z. 
Thus, if co contains only one of the sites (x, y), (B.8) follows as previously, 
while if co contains both sites x and y, 
( -1)'"c"~ cos {~ kc,(co) ~c,} = s.,.s:, cos{ 89 l + s.,.s.,.)Tt} = - I 
Since m is either 1 or j -  1, j -  2, we have in all cases 
1 tjlc') 
~c(s) >/2J~c ~_ l UJ~C~- I (B.9) 
where j(C) is the length of the shortest path co e t~(s) surrounding C. Since 
(1 -cos  6c.) >/(2/rt'-) e$~. we get from (B.6) 
c" ~2 2J~C~-2 UjlC~-t r (B.IO) 
Now we proceed to find upper bounds for 1_, and J2. 
S ] . . . .  
S x =-~; 
s 
sslTI . . . . . . . . . . .  
_ - _ . . . . . . . . . .  - Sy 
S 
Ca) (b) 
F ig .  17. M in imal  c i rcu i t  fo r  an  empty  square ;  s.~ and/or  s. , .= - s .  
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Upper Bound for 12. Using Igo,(s)l ~< 1/2 for all 09, Isin ~1 ~< 10el, 
and 
~+/~ =-/~ 
cos ~ - co fl = - 2 sin ~ sin 
we may write 
1121 ~< 
1 t I''1 _ ac  2 
Z 2 U I''1 - '  2 21 Z kc(c~ 
. J  e ~I  s ) \~(  s ) C 
1 t , ,  ~-~ ~ g~,,,~_, Ikc(o~)l [kdco)l 6~, (B.11) 
. J  ~ g2(s ) \~ Is )  " " 
where the second inequality comes from Cauchy-Schwartz. We bound 
Zc Ikc(o~)l by y Io~1% with y a constant depending on the lattice (square 
lattice: y = 1/16; triangular lattice: y = 1/6). Then 
1121 ~-  Z a~. Z Icol- tl''l 4 c ,,,,a~.,.~\e~co Ul,,,l_ l Ikdo~)l (B.12) 
We have Ikc(c.o)l<~lcol/ICI. Moreover, since the circuits belong to 
I2(s)\~(s) and surround C, their minimum length is j (C)+ 1; therefore the 
number of circuits of length n enclosing C is less than 7'n2z "- ', with the 
maximum coordination umber z and the constant ?,' depending only on 
the lattice. Thus we obtain 
t" 
1121~4 ICI ~a{, Z n'--z"-'U,,_, 
n/> j (C)  + 1 
7~" ~ tJ'C' (U) "  " - - z  j(c)-I z" (B.13) ~<4IC] c ~'U'/Ic~-t ~ [n+j(C)]5 
n~> I 
With the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 there exists Jmax such that j(C) ~< Jmax 
and therefore 
t t.ir c)  
1121 ~< a ~Z c UJ~C~-I 62c (B.14) 
where the constant a does not depend on t/U. 
822/86/I-2o8 
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Upper Bound for da. Proceeding as in the previous paragraph, we 
write 
tt"l I 1 kc(~ ~c IJ,_l~< ~ 12Ul,,, 1_,2 ~ 
m ~ ~1 s) (' ~ ( ',,, 
x 2 ~ kc(w) 3c+kc'"(c~ 
(" r ('., 
"< Y- ~ ~' E t1,,,I 
"~4 U t*''---7~ Ic~176 
9 .~ e f'~l s) 
G,, ~ ( '  
l ,k- I  
I .l E v,,,.,-I 
, , ,e  D is )  
G., r (" 
(B.I5) 
The first sum may be bounded as previously and 
l J,_[ <~a-~ (~-c Uj~(.)--'-'-----'~+~ c' c ,,,,:a.;~ 
(;,, = ( ' ,  
t I,,,I 
U),,,I- l Ikc(o))l 
(B.16) 
We remark for later use that in the last sum the lengths of circuits co are 
9 C t equal to j( ), and since they surround C, we have j(C) < j(C'). 
Proof  o f  lB.1) .  Collecting the three bounds (B.10), (B.14), and 
(B.16), we get 
H~(s; /t; {6c+6c} ) -  Hads; lt; {6('}) 
-~- J l  + J2 + I2 
t/c c'~ ~ 1 
( '  ( ' ( . ,  
('v~ ( "  
where 
l jl C) 
U.:I c',-1 Ikc(r 
,o e ~(s  ) 
c',. = ( "  
(B.17) 
1 1 t 
b(C) -n22 j  Ic~ 2 -2a 
Let K(C) be the number of occurrences of C in the second sum; then 
/ t  -2 ~- K(C) ~< ) j ,  ..... with depending only on the lattice, and 
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H~n-(s; It; { ~r + 5c} ) -- Herr(S; II; { q~c} ) 
b(C) t j` "~ 
>~ ~ K[--C)) + I U "i'c,- ' fi ~" + ~' C, (" 
.j( r < j (  ( " )  
b(C') t ,/(c'~ ~ 1 
K( -~ + 1 U ;(c' - '  5~..,-~ I5A  la,.,I 
b(C) ts, cl 
1 VJ'"'- '  
t-i((-") } 
Z u./~c. ~_, Ik,.(oJ)l 
. ,  e .0( s ) 
C;,, = ( "  
b(C)  t . / (c)  
>/~ KiC-)+ 1 U j ' c , - '  fi~. 
)"2 t;'""2 
+ Z l \U( -~+ 1 u,j,c,,_,,/_~ la,.I 
( ' ,C '  .j{ (') <./((") 
\K (C ' )  + 1- U(j~,.,)_,,/2 la(,,l (B.18) 
In writing this last inequality we used 
1 t -~~ c , )  
5 Z Uj,,,,,_ , Ikc(co)l 
( ; , ,~  C '  
2 x/b(C)  b(C') t i c)+j~c' ,,2 
~< (B.191 
~/[K(C)+ I ] [K (C ' )+ I] U /c  +i,c' /2-, 
which is true for U large enough, since j(C) < j(C'). Theorem 4.1  follows 
from (B.18). 
APPENDIXC.  FLUX PHASE PROBLEM 
C.1. Square Lattice 
From (2.15) we obtain an expression similar to (A.2) with 
1 
Hs(s; p) = -- fi(s,.(8~ -t- 1) -F ~ ~ s,.s.,. 
(.v, y )  c B 
I.x" -y l  = 2 
(.x', y ) c P 
-~  Z s.,.s,. + 4 Z s.,.s.,. + 2 
(x .  y )  c P x ,  v ~ P_ 
Ix - yl = , /2  
(c.1) 
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, + 4 As before we consider the new potential Hz~=He ~i=J ~ ~ with the 
coefficients 0ci defined in Table IV and the zero-potentials k~ ~ given by 
Eq. (A.5)-(A.8). One can check that H~ is an m-potential leading to the 
phase diagram of Fig. 15. 
C.2. Triangular Lattice 
When ,u is close to -3t2/U - 3t3/U 2 the ground-state configurations 
consist of triangles containing zero or one ion; otherwise the energy 
increases as t2/U. 
The minimum flux for these configurations i  rc everywhere; since it is 
constant, we can use the results of Section 3.4 and thus the domains of r 
~ ,  ~3, and part of ~ are proven. 
For the remaining part we write the truncated Hamiltonian as 
H'S'(s;#) = E E s.,.sy+-ff-U5 3s : , - cos~,  E s.,. 
A c . I  < x ,  .v > ~ A .x" ~/ !  : A 
t 4 E 
l- l c /I 
(C.2) 
with 
H . (s ;M)= - - - -  
7 1 1 
32 E s.,_Sy +-~ ~., s,.sy +-~ ~, s,.sy 
< .v, .:" > ~ 11 (.v, y )  ~ I1  ( x .  y ) ~ H 
I-~- yl = , /5  Ix -y l  = 2 
' ( ) +g Z cos 1 - Z s,.s, + Ss, 
P~ H (.v. ; ' )  ~ P 
where 6p = EA = e 6A. 
(C.3) 
Table IV. Zero-Potentials Ks for the Fermions on a Square Lattice, 
with  Minimal Flux 
~I 52 53  54 
6 I 6 7 6 1 
8 16 ~ 16 32 + 96 --  3-'2 
3 2,5 29 6 I I ~ - - -+- -  
80 15 480 15 4 - 2--4 
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Table V. Zero Potentials Ks for the Fermions on a 
Triangular Lattice, with Minimal Flux 
p 7 It 1 It 
8 32 12 24 72 
It 15 I t I I t 
.~ ,  - -  t ~- 
8 32 20 8 40 
p 23 
~" - ~ - 3-5 0 
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Adding to HH(s; p) the zero-potentials defined by (A.15)-(A.17) with 
the factors given in Table V, we obtain an m-potential proving the phase 
diagram of Fig. 16. 
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